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Introduction

The DOJ and the SEC assessed a record-breaking combined total of over $2.6 billion in corporate penalties in FCPA cases in 2019, with foreign authorities assessing another nearly $215 million in penalties in those cases. While many of the penalties closed out long-standing investigations that were begun prior to 2015, the number of corporate FCPA enforcement actions resolved by the DOJ and the SEC remained comparable with the number of resolutions in 2018, and clearly signaled the U.S. authorities’ commitment to continued, vigorous enforcement of the FCPA.

Consistent with their stated emphasis on individual accountability, both the DOJ and the SEC were unusually active in prosecuting individuals in 2019. Four individuals were convicted of FCPA charges following three separate jury trials. This marks a significant increase in FCPA-related trials, with only three FCPA cases going to trial in the previous six years. In addition, both the DOJ and the SEC announced considerably more individual prosecutions than in 2018, returning to levels seen in 2017.

The DOJ also announced several policy changes intended to advance the Department’s stated desire to increase transparency and consistency in the way that prosecutors enforce the FCPA. The policy revisions additionally seek to lessen the burden and costs of corporate investigations, and to avoid outcomes that disproportionately penalize innocent employees, stakeholders, and customers.

As in recent years, cooperation between the U.S. and foreign enforcement authorities remained a key feature of FCPA enforcement, with the DOJ and the SEC acknowledging assistance from the governments of over twenty countries in connection with U.S. corporate enforcement actions. Also continuing the trend of recent years, the penalty amounts assessed by foreign authorities in connection with these actions declined sharply. In addition, several foreign authorities brought aggressive prosecutions of high-level officials within their own borders, and a number of foreign jurisdictions enhanced their anti-corruption laws.

Our reflections on the year’s most significant developments in anti-corruption and FCPA enforcement and policy are below.
Corporate Enforcement Overview

In 2019, the DOJ and the SEC resolved a combined 20 enforcement actions against business entities, resulting in over $2.6 billion in fines, penalties, disgorgement, and pre-judgment interest, of which $1.6 billion was assessed by the DOJ and $1 billion by the SEC. The two largest settlements—Mobile TeleSystems PJSC (“MTS”) and Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (“Ericsson”), each of which involved investigations of a foreign telecommunications company that began as early as 2013—accounted for over $1.9 billion of the total. The DOJ credited another $214.3 million in penalties assessed by foreign authorities in foreign prosecutions associated with U.S. enforcement actions, a substantial decline compared to recent years.

Penalty amounts account for offsets between the DOJ and the SEC, and between U.S. and foreign authorities.

The DOJ resolved seven and the SEC resolved 13 corporate enforcement actions in 2019. These totals are generally consistent with recent years, aside from the highs of 2016.

3 Enforcement actions were counted based on the year they were announced. See Related Enforcement Actions, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/related-enforcement-actions; SEC Enforcement Actions: FCPA Cases, U.S. SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N, https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/fcpa/fcpa-cases.shtml. Resolutions announced on the same day by the same enforcement agency against corporate affiliates were counted as one resolution (e.g., TechnipFMC plc and Technip USA, Inc.).
The DOJ and the SEC entered into corporate resolutions with companies across a variety of industries. U.S. authorities were most active in the industrials and information technology sectors, though the two largest settlements involved companies in the communications services sector.\(^4\)

---

The map below demonstrates the global span of FCPA cases by showing the countries in which improper conduct allegedly occurred, based upon the allegations in the 2019 corporate resolutions. China and Brazil featured in the largest number of FCPA cases, at seven and six cases respectively.

### 2019 FCPA CORPORATE ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS BY LOCATION

#### DOJ Corporate Enforcement

In 2019, the DOJ announced seven corporate resolutions and assessed $1.6 billion in penalties. Nearly two-thirds of the resolutions in 2019 involved foreign companies, which is an increase from 2018, when half of the DOJ resolutions involved foreign companies.

The DOJ issued two public declination letters in 2019 pursuant to the FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy. Both declination letters specified that the companies (Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp. and Quad/Graphics Inc.) were required to disgorge all ill-gotten gains. This is consistent with prior public

---

declination letters: Ten of the eleven prior letters issued pursuant to either the FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy or the 2016 FCPA Pilot Program, the predecessor to the FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy, had stated that the companies were required to disgorge ill-gotten gains to the DOJ or that the DOJ had credited the company’s disgorgement of ill-gotten gains to the SEC as part of parallel settlements.⁶

Based on the companies’ public announcements, the DOJ also apparently closed its investigations, without issuing public declination letters, into at least four companies that had been under investigation for potential corruption offenses (OSI Systems, Inc., Misonix, Inc., EniSpA, and Royal Dutch Shell plc).⁷ The bases for these decisions are not known, including whether there was conduct sufficient to support a prosecution.

**New DOJ Policies Affecting Corporate Enforcement**

In 2019, the DOJ announced a number of policies affecting FCPA corporate enforcement, including revisions to the DOJ’s existing policies regarding cooperation credit, guidance on how prosecutors should evaluate the effectiveness of corporate compliance programs, guidance on how prosecutors should evaluate claims that corporations are unable to pay a proposed fine or monetary penalty, and an enforcement policy concerning Chinese entities. Although it is too early to evaluate the effect of these policies on FCPA enforcement, the DOJ has stated that it intends for these new policies to increase transparency and to lessen the severity and costs of corporate investigations. These policies also indicate the importance the DOJ places on corporate compliance and incentivizing self-disclosure.

**Revisions to FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy**

On March 8, 2019, Assistant Attorney General Brian A. Benczkowski announced revisions to the FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy to reflect how the original policy is applied in prosecutions.⁸ On November 20, the DOJ announced additional revisions to the policy to clarify the information companies need to disclose, and when, to obtain the benefits of the policy.

In a speech announcing the DOJ’s efforts to bring its policies up to date, AAG Benczkowski remarked that the policy had been revised to set forth updated, practical definitions, with the expectation that the revised policy will “bring it in line with current practice” at the DOJ and “avoid[] chilling acqu[isition] activity by law-

---


⁷ Closures of investigations were counted based on the year in which the U.S. authority appears to have closed the investigation, irrespective of the year in which the company made its disclosure.

abiding companies, who might otherwise walk away from worthwhile investments due to the risk of FCPA enforcement.”

The policy revisions codified two changes announced in speeches last year. The revisions extend the policy’s presumption of a declination to companies that, through timely due diligence during a mergers and acquisitions process, uncover corrupt conduct, voluntarily disclose such conduct, and provide full cooperation in an ensuing investigation. The revisions also relax a key component of the so-called “Yates Memo,” which provided that companies could receive credit only by “identify[ing] all individuals” involved in misconduct and by “completely disclos[ing] . . . all relevant facts about individual misconduct.” The DOJ no longer will require companies seeking to qualify for voluntary disclosure credit to provide information on all employees tied to the misconduct, which the DOJ described as “not practical.” The revised policy now requires that companies simply disclose information about “all individuals substantially involved” in the misconduct. The revised policy also relaxes the requirement that companies prohibit employees from using “ephemeral messaging platforms that undermine the company’s ability to appropriately retain business records or communications,” permitting the use of such messaging platforms but requiring that companies implement “appropriate guidance and controls.”

Following on the update to the policy in March, the DOJ in November announced additional revisions to clarify the requirements concerning a company’s voluntary disclosures of potential FCPA violations to the DOJ. The revised policy makes three key clarifications:

- To receive credit for voluntary self-disclosure of wrongdoing, a company must disclose “all relevant facts known to it at the time of the disclosure, including as to any individuals substantially involved in or responsible for the misconduct at issue.” This change emphasizes the DOJ’s desire for prompt disclosure, while acknowledging that such disclosure could come before an internal investigation can be completed;

- To receive full cooperation credit, a company that “is aware of relevant evidence not in the company’s possession . . . must identify that evidence” to the DOJ, clarifying a prior requirement

---

9 Benczkowski Remarks, supra.
13 Justice Manual, § 9-47.120(3)(a).
14 Justice Manual, § 9-47.120(3)(c).
that a company that “is or should be aware of opportunities for the Department to obtain relevant evidence not in the company’s possession and not otherwise known to the Department . . . must identify those opportunities”; and

- The “M&A Due Diligence and Remediation” guidance was revised to make clear that a “presumption of a declination” applies where a company discovers misconduct “by the merged or acquired entity,” clarifying that acquirers are encouraged to disclose conduct discovered post-merger and to assure the acquirer that it will not face successor liability.¹⁵

Together, these revisions suggest that the DOJ is actively revisiting its FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy and taking steps to ensure greater consistency and transparency in the policy’s application, while attempting to account for practical realities when investigating and considering enforcement actions against corporations.

**Guidance for Evaluating Corporate Compliance Programs**

On April 30, 2019, the DOJ’s Criminal Division released updated guidance on how prosecutors should evaluate the effectiveness of corporate compliance programs, which include, but are not limited to, anti-corruption compliance programs.¹⁶ The updated guidance, entitled “Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programs,” expands on the guidance released by the DOJ’s Fraud Section in February 2017. When announcing the updated guidance, AAG Benczkowski noted that it is intended to “harmonize the prior Fraud Section publication with other DOJ guidance and legal standards” and “provide additional transparency in how [the DOJ] will analyze a company’s compliance program.”¹⁷ The updated guidance provides a framework for how prosecutors will assess compliance programs as they consider potential enforcement actions, and it complements the DOJ training programs, announced last October, designed to enhance prosecutors’ understanding of compliance. Despite the new detail provided by the updated guidance, the DOJ continues to make individualized determinations in each case and, as AAG Benczkowski explained, continues to eschew “any rigid formula to assess the effectiveness of corporate compliance programs.”¹⁸

The updated guidance focuses on the same topics as the 2017 guidance, which included the company’s analysis and remediation of the underlying misconduct; the conduct of senior and middle management; the autonomy and resources of the compliance function; policies and procedures; risk assessment; training and

---

¹⁵ Justice Manual, § 9-47.120.


¹⁸ Id.
communication; confidential reporting; incentives for compliance and non-compliance; periodic testing and review; and monitoring of third-party relationships and potential mergers and acquisitions. The updated guidance contains twelve topics and nearly 150 sample questions that expand on and are structured around three “fundamental questions” concerning a compliance program’s design, implementation, and function: (1) Is the corporation’s compliance program well designed? (2) Is the program being applied earnestly and in good faith? (In other words, is the program being implemented effectively?) and (3) Does the corporation’s compliance program work in practice?

Organizing the evaluation of corporate compliance programs around these three fundamental questions provides a useful framework for companies in designing, implementing, and testing a compliance program, including by better enabling companies to identify business risks, mitigate them, and remediate shortcomings. In addition to setting out this framework, the updated guidance provides context for each factor to better enable companies to gauge the adequacy and effectiveness of their compliance programs.

### Guidance for “Inability-to-Pay” Claims

On October 8, 2019, the Criminal Division of the DOJ released guidance on how federal prosecutors should evaluate claims that corporations are unable to pay a proposed fine or monetary penalty. In announcing the guidance, AAG Benczkowski noted that the evaluation of “inability-to-pay” claims is an area of white-collar criminal enforcement that the DOJ has determined would benefit from greater transparency. He said that guidance on this issue, along with recent DOJ guidance relating to compliance programs and monitorships, is “part and parcel of [the DOJ’s] broader mission . . . to establish more predictable guideposts by which companies can gauge expectations, conform their conduct, and act as responsible corporate citizens.”

The DOJ’s new guidance, entitled “Evaluating a Business Organization’s Inability to Pay a Criminal Fine or Criminal Monetary Penalty,” sets forth a detailed framework for federal prosecutors to assess a company’s “inability to pay” once the company and the DOJ have agreed on both a corporate criminal resolution and an appropriate monetary penalty or fine based on the law and the facts (without considering the company’s

---

19 See Dep’t of Justice, Criminal Division, Fraud Section, Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programs (Feb. 8, 2017); see also Client Memorandum, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP, DOJ Releases Guidance for Evaluating Corporate Compliance Programs (Mar. 20, 2017), https://www.paulweiss.com/media/3977003/20mar17doj.pdf.


assertion that it is unable to pay). As part of the DOJ’s evaluation process, companies claiming that they cannot afford a criminal fine or penalty must timely submit to the DOJ a completed “Inability-to-Pay Questionnaire” that focuses primarily on the company’s financial condition and projections. The questionnaire also asks for a number of additional financial materials, including, among other things, current and prior financial statements, recent federal corporate income tax returns, recent appraisals and valuation studies, copies of current credit and loan agreements, and compensation information for the ten most highly compensated employees in the company.

The DOJ’s guidance directs prosecutors to use the information gathered from the company’s responses to the questionnaire to make an initial determination about the company’s ability to pay a proposed fine or monetary penalty based on its current assets, liabilities, and cash flows. If prosecutors determine that a company is unable to pay an appropriate criminal fine or monetary penalty, the guidance instructs them to recommend an adjustment to avoid threatening the company’s continued viability and/or impairing the company’s ability to provide restitution to victims.

The new guidance is likely to serve as an additional tool that companies facing challenging financial circumstances may utilize to make strategic decisions about regulatory matters, including on issues such as self-disclosure, cooperation with the DOJ, and whether to advance inability-to-pay claims. Companies now have guidance beyond what could be gleaned from previous corporate resolutions, which, prior to issuance of the new guidance, did not provide detailed information on how the DOJ assessed corporate fine or penalty reductions based on an inability to pay.

**China Initiative**

Following the DOJ’s announcement in November 2018 of the “China Initiative”—an effort to counter perceived national security threats to the United States from China, including by identifying FCPA cases involving Chinese companies that compete with American businesses—Attorney General William Barr declared in June 2019 that the DOJ must “continue to pursue, and indeed step up, our China initiative.”

More recently, in November 2019, Assistant Attorney General John Demers stated that “the future of the China Initiative will depend on future Chinese behavior.”

In connection with the China Initiative, the DOJ announced a number of China-related prosecutions in 2019, although only one appears to involve FCPA charges. On November 14, 2019, the DOJ announced FCPA charges against Yanliang Li and Hongwei Yang, two former executives of a Chinese subsidiary of

---


Herbalife Nutrition, the Los Angeles-based marketing corporation that sells healthcare, personal care, and other products around the world. The executives were charged with conspiring to violate the FCPA’s anti-bribery and internal control provisions. The SEC also announced related civil charges against Li. According to the allegations in the indictment, from approximately 2007 through 2017, Li, Yang, and others paid bribes to Chinese officials to obtain and retain licenses for Herbalife—which previously disclosed that the DOJ and the SEC were conducting an investigation into the company’s FCPA compliance in China—to operate as a direct-selling enterprise in provinces throughout China. Although Herbalife is a U.S. company, the DOJ apparently considers its prosecutions of Li and Yang to be China-related cases under the China Initiative.

Notably, on December 13, 2019, the United States and China announced a limited trade agreement, with China agreeing to purchase certain American products in exchange for the United States halting the imposition of new tariffs and reducing other existing levies. Robert E. Lighthizer, President Trump’s chief negotiator, has stated that the trade deal is intended to be a “building block in building up something that will actually lead to the ability for the two systems to work together,” and commentators suggest that this phase-one deal marks a significant turning point in U.S.-China relations. To the extent the China Initiative seeks to promote “fair trade and good relationships based on honest dealing” with China, as former Attorney General Jeff Session explained, it remains to be seen whether the trade deal with China will impact the DOJ’s enforcement policy.

**SEC Corporate Enforcement**

In 2019, the SEC resolved 13 corporate enforcement actions and assessed $1 billion in penalties.

---


Based on the companies’ public announcements, the SEC apparently closed its investigations into at least five companies that had been under investigation for potential FCPA offenses (PAR Technology Corp., Gerdau S.A., OSI Systems, Inc., Misonix, Inc., and Ciena Corp.). As with the DOJ’s decisions to close various investigations, it is difficult to draw any conclusions from these decisions, including whether there was any identified conduct that violated the FCPA.

**SEC Whistleblower Program**

In fiscal year 2019, the SEC received its second highest number of whistleblower tips since the start of the whistleblower program in 2011. As reflected below, the SEC received 5,212 tips, 70 fewer than the record-setting high in 2018. FCPA-related whistleblower tips declined for the third year in a row, though the number of FCPA-related tips received in 2019 (200) was essentially the same as the number in 2018 (202).

The SEC issued awards totaling $60 million to eight whistleblowers, an award amount comparable to prior years, although significantly less than the $168 million awarded in fiscal year 2018. These awards included a $50 million award to two individuals, which is the SEC’s third largest award since the start of the whistleblower program. The SEC also awarded more than $4.5 million to a whistleblower whose tip triggered Zimmer Biomet Holdings Inc. to conduct an internal investigation that led the company to self-report and eventually settle DOJ and SEC investigations into alleged FCPA violations.

---


The map below shows the geographic distribution of whistleblower tips from foreign countries in 2019.\textsuperscript{15} The SEC received tips from 70 countries. The largest number of tips came from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Germany. The large number of countries from which tips emanated continues to suggest, as it has in recent years, that contacting the SEC’s whistleblower program has become a more well-known and accepted practice internationally.

\textit{2019 FCPA SEC WHISTLEBLOWER TIPS — WORLDWIDE}

In addition, the SEC’s Office of the Whistleblower has proposed amendments to the SEC’s whistleblower regulations that would clarify the requirements for anti-retaliation protections under the whistleblower statute and increase efficiencies in the claims review process.\textsuperscript{36} The SEC is reviewing public comments on the proposed amendments and anticipates that the new rules will be adopted in 2020.

\textsuperscript{15} This map does not depict the 3,262 tips from the United States and its territories.

**New SEC Policy Affecting Corporate Enforcement**

On July 3, 2019, as part of the SEC's efforts to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of settlement negotiations, SEC Chairman Jay Clayton announced a new approach to how the SEC will consider contemporaneous settlement offers and waiver requests from defendants.37

As Chairman Clayton explained in announcing the new approach, the imposition of certain types of relief by the SEC and other authorities in connection with settlement agreements can have significant collateral consequences, such as subjecting an entity to disqualifications that, as a practical matter, can prohibit the entity from continuing to conduct certain businesses. He explained that, in certain cases, these collateral consequences may not be appropriate, including because other measures may more appropriately address the conduct at issue and because of related investor protection considerations. In many cases, the SEC has the authority to grant a waiver from these collateral consequences, either in full or subject to conditions. Parties seeking settlements with the SEC consequently often make contemporaneous settlement offers and waiver requests.

Previously, the SEC’s practice in determining whether to grant or deny a waiver request made contemporaneously with a settlement offer was to decide the two matters separately and independently. According to Chairman Clayton, this practice “may not produce the best outcome for investors in all circumstances,” including because it can complicate and lengthen the negotiating process and can unnecessarily burden SEC resources. Accordingly, Chairman Clayton announced that a settling entity can request that the SEC consider a settlement offer that simultaneously addresses both the underlying enforcement action and any related collateral consequences. He explained that this approach will enable the SEC “to consider the proposed settlement and waiver request contemporaneously, along with the relevant facts and conduct, and the analysis and advice of the relevant [SEC] divisions to assess whether the proposed resolution of the matter in its entirety best serves investors and the [SEC’s] mission more generally.”

**CFTC Developments**

On March 6, 2019, James M. McDonald, the Director of Enforcement of the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”), announced for the first time the CFTC’s commitment to investigating cases involving foreign corrupt practices in violation of the Commodity Exchange Act (“CEA”), and the CFTC published a new Enforcement Advisory that announced a leniency program for companies and individuals that cooperate and self-report foreign corrupt practices to the CFTC.38 Director McDonald also disclosed that the CFTC already had open investigations involving corruption in commodities markets.

---


38 James M. McDonald, Commodity Futures Trading Commission Director of Enforcement, Remarks at the American Bar Association’s National Institute on White Collar Crime (Mar. 6, 2019) (hereinafter, “McDonald Remarks”), https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/SpeechesTestimony/opamcdonald2; see also Client Memorandum, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,
The announcements characterized the CFTC’s involvement in foreign bribery investigations as part of a continued effort among U.S. agencies to coordinate the investigation of foreign corrupt practices and the imposition of corporate penalties to avoid “piling on,” though at the same time it marks a new programmatic effort by the CFTC to address foreign bribery in the commodities markets. In remarks at the American Bar Association’s National Institute on White Collar Crime, Director McDonald emphasized coordination efforts among the CFTC, the DOJ, and the SEC, noting that the CFTC is working closely with these enforcement agencies “to avoid duplicative investigative steps.” Director McDonald said that the CFTC will not “pile onto” other existing investigations and that it will provide dollar-for-dollar credit for disgorgement or restitution payments in related actions when it imposes monetary penalties. He added that the CFTC whistleblower program, established in 2011 under the Dodd-Frank Act, will apply to CEA violations involving foreign corruption. In May 2019, the CFTC published its first whistleblower alert on how to report foreign corruption in the commodities and derivatives markets.

Although the CEA does not, on its face, penalize corruption, Director McDonald—a former Assistant U.S. Attorney in the Public Corruption Unit for the Southern District of New York—identified several examples of corrupt practices that “might constitute fraud, manipulation, false reporting, or a number of other types of violations under the CEA,” including: bribes to secure business in connection with regulated activities like trading, advising, or dealing in swaps or derivatives; corrupt practices used to manipulate benchmarks that serve as the basis for related derivatives contracts; prices that are the product of corruption and are falsely reported to benchmarks; or corrupt practices that alter the prices in commodity markets that drive U.S. derivatives prices.

The CFTC’s commitment to investigating foreign corrupt practices is not entirely new, but arises out of the agency’s efforts to charge cases in parallel with FCPA investigations. For instance, on June 4, 2018, the DOJ announced an FCPA resolution involving Société Générale S.A., a Paris-based financial services company, which agreed to pay over $860 million in penalties to resolve criminal charges in France and the United States in connection with charges of bribery and interest rate manipulation. On the same day, the


McDonald Remarks, supra.


McDonald Remarks, supra.


See also Client Memorandum, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP, Société Générale and Legg Mason to Pay Nearly $650 Million to Resolve DOJ Investigation of Libyan Bribery Scheme (June 7, 2018), https://www.paulweiss.com/media/3977841/7jun18-soegen.pdf.
CFTC accepted a settlement offer ordering Société Générale to pay $475 million in regulatory penalties and disgorgement in connection with similar interest rate manipulation charges.44

The CFTC’s related Advisory on Self Reporting and Cooperation for CEA Violations Involving Foreign Corrupt Practices provides incentives to report CEA violations involving foreign corrupt practices.45 Absent aggravating circumstances, that Advisory provides a presumption that the CFTC Enforcement Division will recommend a resolution with no civil monetary penalty if a company or individual that is not registered with the CFTC timely and voluntarily self-discloses, fully cooperates, and appropriately remediates. Aggravating circumstances that may negate the presumption include, but are not limited to, involvement by executive management of the company in the misconduct, pervasiveness of the misconduct within the company, and recidivism. In all instances, the CFTC Enforcement Division will “still require payment of all disgorgement, forfeiture, and/or restitution resulting from the misconduct at issue.”46

Since issuing the enforcement advisory, the CFTC has launched at least one investigation concerning potentially corrupt practices related to commodities, but it has yet to announce any resolutions.47

**Legislative Developments**

In August 2019, the Foreign Extortion Prevention Act (“FEPA”) was introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives to prohibit foreign officials from demanding or receiving bribes.48 The bipartisan bill makes it illegal for a foreign official to demand or receive anything of value in return for “being influenced in the performance of any official act” or “being induced to do or omit to do any act in violation of the official duty of such official or person.” The bill has been referred to the Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security.

Because foreign officials who demand and receive bribes may not be covered by the FCPA, if adopted, FEPA could be an important tool in aiding U.S. authorities in combating corruption.

---

44 *See In re Société Générale S.A., CFTC No. 18-14, 2018 WL 2761752 (June 4, 2018) (consent order) (benchmark manipulation).*


46 Due to independent reporting obligations, futures professionals registered with the CFTC are ineligible for a resolution with no civil monetary penalty, but registrants that timely and voluntarily self-disclose, fully cooperate, and appropriately remediate will receive a recommended “substantial reduction in the civil monetary penalty.” *Id.*


48 *See Foreign Extortion Prevention Act, H.R. 4140, 116th Cong. (2019).*
Compliance Monitors

In 2019, U.S. authorities imposed four compliance monitors in FCPA cases, as reflected in the chart below.\(^49\) The DOJ and the SEC both imposed a monitor in three of the four cases (Ericsson, Fresenius Medical Care AG & Co. KGaA, and MTS), and only the DOJ imposed one in the fourth case (Walmart Inc.).\(^50\) This marks an increase from 2018, when the DOJ imposed only one monitor and the SEC only imposed one consultant and no monitors. The increase is noteworthy given the so-called “Benczkowski Memorandum,” a 2018 memorandum which highlights factors that prosecutors should consider when deciding whether to impose a monitor and which emphasizes that a company’s remediation efforts may obviate the need to impose an independent monitor under certain circumstances.

\(^49\) Monitors and consultants imposed in corporate resolutions are counted based on a variety of considerations. Where the resolution involves both a parent and a subsidiary and/or both the DOJ and the SEC, whether more than one monitor/consultant is counted depends upon whether one individual appears to be serving in multiple capacities or multiple individuals appear to be serving in different capacities. This analysis is based upon the corporate resolution documents and, if necessary, third-party resources.

Review of Select Corporate Resolutions

In 2019, the DOJ and the SEC resolved a combined 20 corporate enforcement actions. We summarize below select resolutions from the past year.

MTS

On March 6 and 7, 2019, the DOJ and the SEC announced settlements with MTS, Russia’s largest telecommunications provider, involving violations of the FCPA. The resolutions, which include penalties, forfeiture, and disgorgement totaling $850 million, relate to a scheme to bribe Uzbek officials—including Gulnara Karimova, the daughter of the former president of Uzbekistan—to obtain and retain business in Uzbekistan that is similar to the scheme that led to the $795 million resolutions in 2016 with VimpelCom Limited, a Netherlands-based telecommunications company, and the $965 million resolutions in 2017 with Telia Company AB, a telecommunications company based in Sweden.

The DOJ filed a two-count criminal information in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York charging MTS, a foreign “issuer” within the meaning of the FCPA, with conspiracy to violate the FCPA and violations of the books and records and internal controls provisions of the FCPA. MTS entered into a deferred prosecution agreement with the DOJ and agreed to pay a criminal fine and forfeiture in the amount of $850 million. KolorIt Dizayn Ink LLC (“KolorIt”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of MTS, pleaded guilty to a charge of conspiracy to violate the FCPA. The $850 million penalty includes a criminal fine of $500,000 plus forfeiture of an additional $40 million that MTS agreed to pay on KolorIt’s behalf. MTS also consented to the SEC’s order finding that it violated the FCPA’s anti-bribery, books and records, and internal accounting control provisions, and requiring it to pay a $100 million civil penalty. Pursuant to the DOJ’s policy against “piling on,” the DOJ agreed to credit the $100 million penalty that MTS pays to the SEC. Under the deferred prosecution agreement with the DOJ and under the SEC’s order, the company must also retain an independent compliance monitor for at least three years.

Combined with the resolutions with VimpelCom and Telia, the resolution with MTS brings the total fines, criminal forfeiture, and disgorgement assessed by the DOJ and the SEC against bribe payors in the Uzbekistan telecommunications market scandal to over $2.6 billion. Those resolutions relied on extensive international cooperation between the U.S. enforcement agencies and authorities in numerous European countries.

In addition, the DOJ brought FCPA and money laundering conspiracy charges against a former executive of Uzdunrobita LLC, a telecommunications operator in Uzbekistan and an MTS subsidiary. The DOJ also

---


brought money laundering charges, but not FCPA charges, against Karimova, who is serving a prison sentence in Uzbekistan for embezzlement and extortion. The United States does not have an extradition agreement with Uzbekistan. Additionally, the DOJ filed civil complaints seeking forfeiture of $850 million held in bank accounts in Switzerland, Belgium, Luxembourg, and Ireland, which the DOJ alleges constitute bribe payments made by MTS, VimpelCom and Telia to Karimova.

**Telefónica Brasil**

On May 9, 2019, the SEC assessed a $4.1 million civil penalty against Telefónica Brasil to resolve allegations that the company’s internal accounting controls failed to protect sufficiently against the risk that things of value, including World Cup tickets and related hospitality, would be given improperly to government officials, and that the company inaccurately recorded such expenses in its books and records, all in violation of the accounting provisions of the FCPA. Telefónica Brasil agreed to settle the allegations without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings.

The SEC alleged that Telefónica Brasil, a subsidiary of Telefónica S.A., a Spanish multinational broadband and telecommunications provider, failed to devise and maintain sufficient internal accounting controls regarding a hospitality program that the company hosted in connection with the 2014 World Cup and the 2013 Confederations Cup. Telefónica Brasil, a foreign issuer whose American Depository Receipts (“ADRs”)—certificates issued by U.S. banks representing a number of shares of investment in a foreign company’s stock—trade on the New York Stock Exchange, allegedly offered and provided tickets and hospitality to government officials who were directly involved with, or in a position to influence, government actions affecting the company’s business. In total, Telefónica Brasil allegedly provided World Cup and Confederations Cup tickets and related hospitality with a combined total value of nearly $740,000 to approximately 127 government officials between 2012 and 2014.

According to the SEC, although Telefónica Brasil had in place a general code of ethics that prohibited these gifts to public officials, it was not followed due to a lack of internal accounting controls, a compliance breakdown, and a deficient internal audit function. Additionally, the SEC alleged that, because the company recorded the ticket purchases and hospitality as being for general advertising and publicity purposes, when in fact the tickets and related hospitality were given to government officials, Telefónica
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Brasil’s books and records did not, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the disposition of the company’s assets.

The Telefônica Brasil settlement demonstrates that providing travel and hospitality to government officials without adequate controls and oversight is a high-risk activity from an FCPA perspective. This settlement also reflects the SEC’s willingness to bring enforcement actions exclusively under the FCPA’s accounting provisions—even if there is no evidence of a quid pro quo or any improperly awarded business or government action—when the SEC is not satisfied that the issuer’s internal accounting controls and anti-corruption compliance program are sufficient to manage corruption risks. That is, the SEC may bring an enforcement action when it believes that anti-corruption compliance controls leave an unacceptable level of risk of bribery.

**Walmart**

On June 20, 2019, the DOJ and the SEC announced long-awaited resolutions with Walmart for violations of the books and records and internal accounting provisions of the FCPA. In addition to entering into a three-year non-prosecution agreement and agreeing to the imposition of a compliance monitor for two years, Walmart agreed to pay approximately $138 million to settle the DOJ’s criminal charges and $144 million to resolve parallel civil charges brought by the SEC. Walmart also consented to the SEC’s finding that it violated the books and records and internal accounting provisions of the FCPA. In connection with the resolution, WMT Brasilia, S.a.r.l. (“WMT”), Walmart’s wholly-owned Brazilian subsidiary, pleaded guilty to a one-count criminal information charging it with a violation of the FCPA’s books and records and internal accounting provisions.

The DOJ and the SEC alleged that, from 2000 until 2011, Walmart personnel responsible for implementing and maintaining the company’s internal accounting controls were aware of certain compliance failures, including relating to potentially improper payments to government officials. The internal controls failures allowed Walmart’s foreign subsidiaries in Brazil, China, Mexico, and India to hire third-party intermediaries without sufficient controls to prevent those intermediaries from making improper payments to government officials in return for store permits and licenses. In a number of instances, shortcomings in Walmart’s internal accounting controls at these foreign subsidiaries were reported to senior Walmart executives. The internal controls failures allowed the foreign subsidiaries to open stores faster than they otherwise would have been able, enabling Walmart to earn additional and improper profits through these subsidiaries.

According to the DOJ, these violations were attributable, at least in part, to a policy that favored rapid international expansion over compliance. As AAG Benczkowski observed, “Walmart profited from rapid
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international expansion, but in doing so chose not to take necessary steps to avoid corruption.” These compliance failures precipitated an eight-year internal investigation and extensive remediation, as well as numerous lawsuits, generating legal fees and other expenses nearing $1 billion, excluding the $282 million settlement. Indeed, in fiscal years 2016 through 2018 alone, the company spent more than $265 million on investigations and compliance enhancements.  

The DOJ and SEC settlements with Walmart were based on violations of the FCPA’s accounting provisions, without any anti-bribery charges. Neither the DOJ nor the SEC charged actual knowledge or even willful blindness of actual bribery on the part of Walmart, despite the numerous allegations in the charging documents of knowledge of improper payments made to foreign officials, of deficient controls, and of awareness that Walmart was expanding internationally at an expedited rate. Although the amount of Walmart’s settlements with the DOJ and the SEC may seem small compared with recent large settlements, such as MTS ($850 million), the SEC settlement alone is substantial when compared with other “risk of bribery” cases, such as the SEC’s recent settlement with Telefónica Brasil ($4.1 million). The significant expenditures the company incurred as a result of the misconduct serve as an important reminder of the value of having a clear and well-established compliance program in place before expanding abroad, and especially in countries in which corruption risk is substantial.

TFMC

On June 25, 2019, the DOJ announced a resolution with Technip FMC PLC (“TFMC”), a London-headquartered, global provider of oil and gas technology and services that is listed on the New York Stock Exchange, for conspiracy to violate the FCPA’s anti-bribery provisions. Subsequently, on September 23, TFMC entered into a cease-and-desist order with the SEC for alleged violations of the FCPA’s anti-bribery, books and records, and internal accounting controls provisions. TFMC entered into a three-year deferred prosecution agreement with the DOJ and agreed to pay a combined total criminal fine of more than $296 million to resolve charges with the DOJ and with the Advogado-Geral da União (“AGU”), the Controladoria-Geral da União (“CGU”), and the Ministério Público Federal (“MPF”) in Brazil. TFMC agreed to pay approximately $82 million in fines to the DOJ, which also


credited the $214 million that TFMC agreed to pay to the Brazilian authorities. As part of the DOJ resolution, Technip USA, Inc., TFMC's wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary, pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy to violate the FCPA's anti-bribery provisions. The DOJ also announced that Zwi Skornicki, formerly a consultant to TFMC, pleaded guilty in the Eastern District of New York to a one-count criminal information charging him with conspiracy to violate the FCPA.

The charges arose from two bribery schemes: one by TFMC's pre-merger predecessor company, Paris-based Technip S.A., to pay bribes to Brazilian officials, and one by its other pre-merger predecessor, Houston-based FMC Technologies, Inc., to pay bribes to Iraqi officials. From 2003 to 2013, TFMC allegedly conspired with others, including Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd. ("KOM")—which entered into its own settlement with the DOJ for related FCPA violations in December 2017—to make corrupt payments in Brazil. TFMC, Technip USA, KOM, and Skornicki are charged with conspiring to pay more than $69 million in bribes to employees of Petróleo Brasileiro SA ("Petrobras"), the Brazilian state-owned energy company, as well as to certain Brazilian political candidates and their political party, in return for contracts related to oil and gas projects. TFMC also is charged with conspiring with others to bribe officials at the Iraqi Ministry of Oil and at the South Oil Company and the Missan Oil Company, both state-owned oil companies, from 2008 to 2013, to win contracts to provide metering technologies for oil and gas production measurement to the Iraqi government.

Three months after TFMC entered into the deferred prosecution agreement, the company consented to a cease-and-desist order with the SEC and agreed to pay over $5 million in disgorgement and prejudgment interest to resolve related charges. In light of TFMC's settlement with the DOJ, the SEC did not impose a civil penalty. As a condition of settlement, TFMC agreed to self-report compliance for three years, with particular attention focused on the company’s due diligence of third-party consultants and vendors, FCPA training, and the collection and analysis of compliance data.

These resolutions highlight the perils associated with successor liability. TFMC inherited significant FCPA liabilities in the course of its 2017 merger. In 2010, Technip S.A., ADRs of which traded on the New York Stock Exchange between August 2001 and November 2007, entered into a two-year deferred prosecution agreement and a $240 million settlement with the DOJ for participating in a scheme to bribe Nigerian government officials to obtain engineering, procurement, and construction contracts. Certain of the

62 See DOJ TFMC Press Release, supra.
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company’s offenses in Brazil and Iraq occurred during the pendency of the 2010 deferred prosecution agreement and while Technip S.A. was subject to the oversight of a corporate compliance monitor.66

**SHI**

On November 22, 2019, the DOJ announced a three-year non-prosecution agreement with Samsung Heavy Industries Company Ltd. ("SHI") relating to a scheme to pay millions of dollars in bribes to officials of Petrobras in order to cause Petrobras to charter one of SHI’s oil drillships.67 SHI agreed to pay approximately $75 million to settle the DOJ’s criminal charges, of which 50 percent will be paid to the DOJ and the remaining 50 percent to Brazilian authorities. In related proceedings in Brazil, SHI entered into a memorandum of understanding and a complementary agreement for the negotiation of a leniency agreement with the Brazilian authorities.

The DOJ alleged that, from 2007 to 2013, SHI conspired to pay approximately $20 million to Brazilian intermediaries as commissions, while knowing that some of the money would be paid as bribes to certain Petrobras officials. At the center of the bribery scheme was a contract between SHI and Pride International, Inc. ("Pride”), a Houston-based offshore oil drilling company. SHI and Pride entered into an option agreement for the purchase of one of SHI’s newly constructed oil drillships. Pride’s purchase of the ship was contingent on Petrobras’s agreeing to charter it from Pride. By agreeing to these terms, the parties incentivized SHI to bribe Petrobras so Pride, in turn, would exercise its option. Pride self-reported this matter to the DOJ and the SEC in 2015, after learning of an internal audit report at Petrobras into the negotiations of the chartering agreement and after conducting its own internal investigation.68

The $75 million criminal penalty reflects a 20-percent reduction off the bottom of the applicable U.S. Sentencing Guidelines fine range due to SHI’s cooperation with the DOJ. SHI did not receive voluntary disclosure credit, but it received credit for conducting a thorough internal investigation, making presentations to the DOJ, voluntarily making foreign-based employees available for interviews, and producing relevant documents and translations of key foreign documents where needed. SHI would have received full credit for its cooperation, but, according to the deferred prosecution agreement, the company failed to meet “reasonable deadlines” imposed by the DOJ.

The SHI resolution is part of the continued fallout from Operation Lava Jato (also known as Operation Car Wash), the Brazilian corruption investigation centered on illegal payments to executives at Petrobras that
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68 See Ensco plc, Quarterly Report (Form 10-Q), at 22 (Oct. 29, 2015), https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/314808/000014808150002044/000101254715000022/d8450322x10q.htm#sE7EAA0DF062E8D607D8450322DfB79.
has been ongoing for nearly five years. The SHI resolution demonstrates that U.S. authorities are actively enforcing the FCPA against foreign companies that have a nexus to the United States. The resolution further demonstrates the potential risks of option contracts that are dependent on favorable government actions.

**Enforcement Actions Against Individuals**

Based on publicly filed charging instruments, as reflected below, in 2019, the DOJ brought FCPA charges against 22 individuals—the highest number in recent years—and the SEC brought charges against six individuals.69 Both authorities have continued to emphasize individual accountability, with now former Deputy Assistant Attorney General Matthew Miner stressing the importance of “holding individuals accountable [in order to] maximize deterrence,”70 and the SEC Division of Enforcement issuing a press release highlighting its “focus on individual accountability” as a core priority.71 As in recent years, in 2019, the DOJ was more active than the SEC in bringing FCPA actions against individuals. The number of individual prosecutions brought by the DOJ under the FCPA is considerably higher than last year, but overall both the DOJ and the SEC numbers are in line with fluctuations in recent years.
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69 Included in these totals are individual prosecutions and enforcement actions for FCPA charges, but not for other charges, such as money laundering or racketeering. Actions are listed in the year of the initial filing of FCPA charges, even if unsealed in a later year, which may result in changes to the totals for past years, as indictments from past years are unsealed.


In 2019, FCPA charges were unsealed against four individuals. Three of these individuals (Andrew Pearse, Surjan Singh, and Detelina Subeva) were charged in December 2018 with conspiracy to violate the FCPA, although all three ultimately pleaded guilty to non-FCPA charges. The three individuals, investment bankers who reside in the United Kingdom, were charged in connection with allegations that they facilitated bribe payments to government officials in Mozambique and circumvented the internal accounting controls of a foreign investment bank that arranged two of the loans to the government officials.

Thirteen individuals pleaded guilty to FCPA charges in 2019. Among these individuals was Robin Longoria, the manager of an international program at an Ohio-based adoption agency, who pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy to violate the FCPA, one count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud, and one count of conspiracy to commit visa fraud. Longoria pleaded guilty in connection with her role in a
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scheme to facilitate adoptions of Ugandan children through bribery of Ugandan officials and to defraud U.S. adoptive parents and the U.S. Department of State.

Three individuals settled civil FCPA charges with the SEC in 2019. Among these individuals was Timothy Leissner, the former chairman of Goldman Sachs in Southeast Asia, who settled charges relating to his role in the 1Malaysia Development Berhad ("1MDB") scandal, the ongoing investigation in Malaysia stemming from accusations that Najib Razak, the former Prime Minister of Malaysia, and other government officials illegally misappropriated $4.5 billion from 1MDB, a state-owned strategic development company. Leissner agreed to a permanent ban from the securities industry and payment of $44 million in disgorgement. He pleaded guilty to criminal FCPA charges for the same conduct in 2018.

Four individuals were convicted at trial of FCPA violations. Following a three-week jury trial, Mark Lambert, the former president of Transportation Logistics Inc., was convicted of four counts of violating the FCPA, one count of conspiracy to violate the FCPA, two counts of wire fraud, and one count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud. Lambert was convicted of participating in a scheme to bribe a Russian official at JSC Techsnabexport, a subsidiary of Russia’s State Atomic Energy Corporation and the sole supplier and exporter of Russian Federation uranium and uranium enrichment services to nuclear power companies, in order to secure contracts. Following a two-week jury trial, as discussed further below, Lawrence Hoskins, a British national, was convicted of, among other things, violating the FCPA. Hoskins was found guilty in relation to a scheme to bribe government officials in various countries, including Indonesia, in order to obtain government contracts. Following a two-week jury trial, Roger Boney, the chairman and CEO of an investment firm, and Joseph Baptiste, a member of the investment firm’s board of directors, were convicted of one count of conspiracy to violate the FCPA and the Travel Act. Boney and
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Baptiste were convicted of conspiring to pay millions of dollars in bribes to Haitian officials in order to develop a shipping port in Haiti.\(^8\)

An FCPA trial against two individuals is scheduled to commence in 2020.\(^8\)

**Legal Developments Affecting Enforcement Tools**

In 2019, significant legal developments affected the DOJ’s and the SEC’s tools for enforcing the FCPA and resolving cases. *First*, in *In re: Sealed Case*, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia held that a purely foreign bank’s choice to maintain correspondent accounts in the United States was sufficient for the court to sustain personal jurisdiction. *Second*, in *United States v. Hoskins*, based on an agency relationship—the first such case tried to verdict—a jury convicted a foreign national who did not work for a U.S. company and had never visited the United States of violating the FCPA. *Third*, in *Liu v. SEC*, the U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari to review the question whether the SEC may obtain disgorgement in judicial enforcement actions, such as those frequently used in enforcement actions under the FCPA. These legal developments and their potential implications are discussed below.

**In re: Sealed Case**

On July 30, 2019, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia affirmed civil contempt orders by the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia against three Chinese banks for their failure to produce documents in response to U.S. government subpoenas relating to an investigation of North Korea’s financing of its nuclear weapons program.\(^8\)

The D.C. Circuit concluded that there was personal jurisdiction over all three banks because two of the banks consented to jurisdiction when they opened branches in the United States and the third bank’s choice to maintain correspondent accounts in the United States was sufficient to sustain jurisdiction. The Circuit further concluded that comity principles did not require that the subpoenas be quashed because the district court exercised appropriate discretion in finding that the comity concerns identified by the banks—including that compliance with the subpoenas would put the banks in breach of Chinese law—were outweighed by the national security interests of the United States.

Now that the D.C. Circuit has affirmed the district court’s decision, the three Chinese banks must decide whether to petition for *en banc* review or review by the U.S. Supreme Court, to comply with the subpoenas and produce the documents, or to decline to produce the subpoenaed documents and risk court penalties and potential action by the U.S. government for non-compliance. Notably, in the prior similar case of *Nike v. Wu*, in the face of fines for non-compliance, six Chinese banks—all of which have U.S. branches—opted
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to comply with the third-party subpoenas by making productions with the assistance of the Chinese Ministry of Justice, rather than take an appeal to the Second Circuit.\textsuperscript{85}

The D.C. Circuit decision likely will embolden the DOJ to seek bank records located in China and other countries, even in the absence of a mutual legal assistance treaty or an unwillingness on the part of a foreign government to provide legal assistance. Among other things, the opinion provides an expansive reading of the scope of the U.S. government’s subpoena authority pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 5318(k), extending such authority in some circumstances to include overseas records related to funds transfers that did not pass through a U.S. correspondent account.\textsuperscript{86}

An articulated goal of the DOJ’s China Initiative is “to improve Chinese responses to requests under the Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (‘MLAA’) with the United States.”\textsuperscript{87} It remains to be seen whether the district court’s contempt order will incentivize China to become more responsive to the MLAA process. If, however, no further review is obtained and the three Chinese banks comply with the subpoenas, the Court of Appeals’ decision will have precedential effect in the Circuit, a commonly-used venue for the Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section of the DOJ’s Criminal Division. The Circuit’s decision may lead to the DOJ’s use of compulsory process as a workaround in lieu of using the U.S.-China MLAA.

**United States v. Hoskins**

On November 8, 2019, a jury in the District of Connecticut found Hoskins, a British national and former executive of Alstom S.A., a French power and rail transportation company, guilty of participating in a scheme to make improper payments to Indonesian officials in violation of the FCPA, as well as three counts of money laundering and two counts of conspiracy.\textsuperscript{88} The U.S. government’s prosecution of Hoskins led to a seminal decision by the Second Circuit that reined in the FCPA’s extraterritorial reach over foreign nationals who do not engage in acts on American soil, which held that such individuals cannot be directly
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\textsuperscript{86} Because the third Chinese bank did not have a branch in the United States, the subpoena issued to that bank was made pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 5318(k)(3)(A), a USA Patriot Act provision that authorizes the Attorney General and the Treasury Secretary to issue a “subpoena to any foreign bank that maintains a correspondent account in the United States and request records related to such correspondent account, including records maintained outside of the United States relating to the deposit of funds into the foreign bank.”

\textsuperscript{87} See Attorney General Jeff Session[s]'s China Initiative Fact Sheet, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Nov. 1, 2018), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/file/1107256/download.

liable under the FCPA based on secondary liability theories, such as conspiracy and aiding and abetting. The Second Circuit, however, found that Hoskins—even if he was never present in the United States—could have acted as an agent of an issuer or a domestic concern and therefore could have conspired with employees of a U.S. subsidiary or other foreign nationals who conducted acts while in the United States. The Second Circuit accordingly allowed the government to proceed to trial against Hoskins under the theory that Hoskins acted as an agent of Alstom Power, Alstom’s U.S. subsidiary, in connection with the bribery scheme.

During the two-week trial, the DOJ portrayed Hoskins as playing a vital role as an agent of Alstom Power in negotiating contracts and choosing the consultants to carry out the bribe payments. The DOJ contended that Alstom’s formal corporate structure, which showed Hoskins working for the French parent company, did not by itself demonstrate which employees were in control of the scheme. Instead, the DOJ relied on testimony from former employees of Alstom Power, as well as Hoskins’s communications with employees at Alstom Power, to prove that Hoskins acted as an agent of the U.S. subsidiary. The DOJ also argued that the evidence at trial demonstrated that Alstom Power had final authority over compensation for the consultants that paid the bribes and that Hoskins negotiated with the consultants on behalf of Alstom Power.

In instructing the jury regarding the meaning of agency, the court relied on the traditional definition, as cited in the Second Restatement of Agency and Connecticut common law, instructing that to find that Hoskins acted as an agent of Alstom Power, the jurors needed to conclude that “there must be, one, a manifestation by the principal that the agent will act for it; two, acceptance by the agent of the undertaking; and, three, an understanding between the agent and the principal that the principal will be in control of the undertaking.” Although Hoskins was not an issuer, a domestic concern, or a person whose own conduct in U.S. territory brought him within the ambit of the FCPA, the jury found him liable as an agent of Alstom Power, which was a domestic concern.

Hoskins has appealed the jury’s verdict, urging the district court to vacate his convictions or grant a new trial on the grounds that the evidence presented at trial was not sufficient to show that he was an agent of Alstom Power.

Following the Hoskins trial, AAG Benczkowski clarified that the DOJ “is not looking to stretch the bounds of agency principles beyond recognition” and will not automatically seek to impose agency liability on
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parent companies for FCPA violations by subsidiaries, joint ventures, and affiliates.\(^{93}\) AAG Benczkowski explained that the DOJ instead will favor prosecution in cases where corporate structures are used to try to shield a parent or an individual from liability. Nevertheless, Hoskins’s trial and conviction suggest that, while the government may not be able to rely on conspiracy or aiding and abetting theories of liability to extend the reach of the FCPA against non-U.S. persons or companies, it may still rely on an agency theory for such a purpose.

Notably, however, in *United States v. Firtash*, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois declined to follow the Second Circuit’s *Hoskins* decision and denied the defendant’s motion to dismiss on the basis that the indictment failed to allege that he was an agent of a domestic concern or a qualified foreign national.\(^ {94}\) Although the decision has yet to be appealed, this may create a circuit split should the Seventh Circuit affirm the decision.

**Liu v. SEC**

In 2017, in *Kokesh v. SEC*, the Supreme Court characterized disgorgement as a “penalty” rather than an equitable remedy.\(^ {95}\) In that decision, the Supreme Court expressly flagged, but did not address, whether the SEC may obtain disgorgement from a court for securities law violations. On November 1, 2019, the Supreme Court granted certiorari in *Liu v. SEC*, to address this important question, agreeing to consider whether the SEC has authority to collect disgorgement pursuant to its statutory authority to obtain equitable relief.\(^ {96}\) The Supreme Court’s ruling, which is expected in 2020, could have significant implications for the scope of remedies available to the SEC in FCPA enforcement actions, among other cases.

In *Liu*, an SEC civil enforcement action alleging violations of the federal securities laws, the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California granted summary judgment to the SEC and ordered petitioners to disgorge over $26 million.\(^ {97}\) On appeal to the Ninth Circuit, petitioners challenged the disgorgement order. Citing *Kokesh*, petitioners argued that the SEC does not have the authority to seek disgorgement.\(^ {98}\) The Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court’s disgorgement order, explaining that it was
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\(^{94}\) 392 F. Supp. 3d 872 (N.D. Ill. 2019).


\(^{97}\) Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 4, Liu v. SEC, No. 18-1501 (U.S. May 31, 2019).

\(^{98}\) See SEC v. Liu, 754 F. App’x 505, 509 (9th Cir. 2018), cert. granted sub nom. Liu v. SEC, No. 18-1501, 2019 WL 5659111 (U.S. Nov. 1, 2019).
bound by Circuit precedent because the *Kokesh* Court declined to address whether the SEC was authorized to seek disgorgement as a remedy, so *Kokesh* was not “clearly irreconcilable” with the Circuit’s “longstanding precedent on this subject.”

Petitioners filed a petition for a writ for certiorari, asking the Supreme Court to review the question “[w]hether the Securities and Exchange Commission may seek and obtain disgorgement from a court as ‘equitable relief’ for a securities law violation even though this Court has determined that such disgorgement is a penalty.”

Shortly after the Supreme Court granted certiorari in *Liu*, the U.S. House of Representatives passed legislation that would explicitly authorize the SEC to seek disgorgement and extend the statute of limitations on disgorgement claims to fourteen years.99 The bipartisan bill has been approved by the House and referred to the U.S. Senate. If enacted, the bill effectively will overturn *Kokesh* and moot *Liu*.

Resolution of this issue will have significant implications for the SEC, which has relied on disgorgement as a powerful tool in judicial and administrative enforcement actions, including in FCPA settlements. In 2019 alone, the SEC collected approximately $3.2 billion in disgorgement across all cases, as compared with $1.1 billion in civil monetary penalties.100 The SEC estimates that the *Kokesh* ruling has caused the Commission to forgo approximately $1.1 billion in disgorgement.101

**Multi-Jurisdictional Coordination**

As in prior years, senior officials in U.S. enforcement agencies affirmed publicly their agencies’ commitments to coordinating with foreign authorities, including in transnational bribery cases. For example, then-Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein explained that “international cooperation is essential to prohibit corruption by multinational corporations.”102

Consistent with this commitment, U.S. authorities coordinated with and leveraged the resources of their foreign counterparts, as demonstrated by the resolutions with MTS, TFMC, and SHI. However, many of these resolutions closed out investigations started prior to 2015, with one even dating back to 2011. Notably, there was a substantial decline in the penalties assessed in 2019 by foreign authorities in connection with U.S. corporate resolutions, with foreign authorities assessing $214.3 million in 2019 as compared with $975 million–$3.7 billion in 2016–2018. Although we caution against reading too much into this data, we are monitoring whether the decline in foreign penalties may signal a broader decline in cooperation between
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U.S. and foreign authorities. Indeed, in September 2019, SEC Chairman Clayton remarked that he has “not seen meaningful improvement” in international cooperation regarding anti-corruption efforts.¹⁰³

**Foreign Jurisdictions Investigating and Prosecuting Corruption**

In addition to U.S.-led enforcement, other jurisdictions took significant strides to investigate and prosecute corrupt actors. Authorities in numerous countries announced investigations and prosecutions of allegedly corrupt officials and a startling number of current and former government officials, including former heads of state, were convicted and sentenced in connection with corruption charges. Foreign authorities in several jurisdictions also continued to pursue corporate enforcement actions. In addition, a number of foreign jurisdictions acted to enhance their anti-corruption laws.

**Africa**

In Angola, Augusto Da Silva Tomas, Angola’s former transport minister, was sentenced to fourteen years in prison after being found guilty of corruption, embezzlement, and money laundering.¹⁰⁴

**Asia**

In China, Meng Hongwei, the former chief of Interpol, pleaded guilty to receiving bribes in exchange for favors.¹⁰⁵ Wang Xiaoguang, a former provincial vice-governor in southern China, pleaded guilty to bribery, embezzlement, and insider trading charges, and was sentenced to twenty years in jail and fined $26 million, a record in China for bribery and embezzlement charges.¹⁰⁶ Liu Shiyu, the former head of the China Securities Regulatory Commission, was removed from his position as deputy party chief of a Chinese supply cooperative after a corruption probe. Due to his cooperation with authorities, he will not lose his party membership or face trial.¹⁰⁷ According to news reports, the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection,
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the Communist Party’s top anti-graft agency, is investigating Hu Huaiyang, former chairman of China Development Bank, for allegedly channeling bribes to a party official on behalf of an energy company.108

In **Hong Kong**, Catherine Leung Kar-cheung, a former JPMorgan executive, pleaded not guilty to bribery charges as part of the “sons and daughters” bribery case.109

In **Japan**, Satoshi Uchida, a former executive of Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems Ltd., was sentenced to an 18-month prison term, suspended for three years, after being found guilty of bribery of a Thai official.110 Separately, Tsukasa Akimoto, a former member of Japan’s Parliament and the governing Liberal Democratic Party, was arrested on suspicion of taking bribes from 500.com Ltd., a New York listed, China-based online betting company.111 Akimoto allegedly accepted approximately $27,500 in cash as well as other gifts.

Najib Razak, the former prime minister of **Malaysia**, was charged with three counts of money laundering in connection with the 1MDB scandal. In November, the High Court found that the prosecution had established its case against Razak on charges of abuse of power, breach of trust and money laundering. The trial is still ongoing.112 Separately, Malaysia’s Attorney General filed criminal charges against Richard John Gnolde, CEO of Goldman Sachs International and former vice chairman of Goldman Sachs, and John Michael Evans, former vice chairman of Goldman Sachs and current president of Alibaba Group, for their roles as directors of Goldman Sachs during the 1MDB scandal.113

In **Pakistan**, the National Accountability Bureau arrested Miftah Ismail, Pakistan’s former finance minister, and Sheik Imran ul-Haque, the former managing director of Pakistan State Oil, for corruption.114
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112 See Eileen Ng, Malaysian Ex-PM Najib Ordered to Enter Defense in 1MDB Case, AP NEWS (Nov. 11, 2019), https://apnews.com/9af8be7eda82475c06ca18ed856a40918.


The Supreme Court of South Korea in August set aside and ordered a retrial for part of the conviction of Park Geun-hye, the former president of South Korea who in 2018 was convicted of, among other things, bribery, extortion, and abuse of power, and sentenced to 25 years in prison. The Supreme Court found that a separate verdict should have been reached on the bribery allegations and sent the case to a lower court to reach a new verdict, without instructions to consider whether Park might be innocent. Separately, Samsung heir Lee Jae-yong is being re-tried on bribery charges related to payments to Park after the Supreme Court found that the lower court’s interpretation of what constituted bribes by Samsung to Park was too narrow. The trial is ongoing, with a verdict expected in 2020.

Europe and the Middle East

In Belgium, the foreign minister, Didier Reynders, has been accused of trying to cover up an investigation into allegedly illicit payments that he received from construction of an embassy in Kinshasa, an arms deal with Kazakhstan, and the release of frozen funds to Libya.

The Supreme Court of Appeals in France has ordered that former president Nicolas Sarkozy must stand trial on corruption charges. A trial date has been set for October 2020. Lamine Diack, a former president of the International Association of Athletics Federations, was ordered to stand trial in France in January 2020 on charges of corruption and money laundering. Tsunekazu Takeda, the president of Japan’s Olympic Committee and chairman of the International Olympic Committee’s marketing commission, was indicted in France on charges related to Tokyo’s bid to host the 2020 Summer Olympics.
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In addition, authorities have opened a corruption investigation into the circumstances resulting in Qatar being awarded the 2022 World Cup.122

In Italy, the Parliament approved a bill aimed at combating corruption in Italy's public sector, which came into force in January.123 The bill expands the definition of corruption-related crimes, clarifies the statute of limitations for criminal actions, imposes additional penalties on political parties involved in corruption-related crimes, and requires that political parties disclose the curricula vitae and criminal background of candidates within two weeks prior to electoral contests of any type in all municipalities with at least 15,000 inhabitants.

Royal Dutch Shell is currently standing trial, alongside Eni, an Italian energy company, on bribery charges relating to a $1.3 billion oil deal in Nigeria. Italian prosecutors also are investigating obstruction of justice charges against Eni.124

In Romania, Laura Codrutoa Kovesi, the former chief of Romania’s anti-corruption agency, was indicted on bribery, abuse of office, and false testimony charges.125 Romania has lifted the travel ban that it previously placed on Kovesi, and she has been appointed to lead the European Public Prosecutor’s Office.126

Switzerland filed its first indictment in the Petrobras-Odebrecht investigation.127 Swiss prosecutors indicted Beny Steinmetz, an Israeli businessman with extensive mining interests, and two of his associates

---


on bribery charges related to mining rights in Guinea. 128 Separately, prosecutors settled charges of corruption against commodities trading house Gunvor Group Ltd. for approximately $95 million. 129

In the Ukraine, former President Petro Poroshenko announced the launch of a special court to try corruption cases, along with the appointment of 38 new judges to that court. 130 The High Anti-Corruption Court started work in early September. 131

In the United Kingdom, the Serious Fraud Office (“SFO”) published a five-page document on Corporate Cooperation Guidance, describing steps a company can take if it wants to cooperate with prosecutors in an investigation. 132

David Lufkin, a former Petrofac executive, pleaded guilty to eleven counts of bribery related to payments Petrofac made to win contracts in Iraq and Saudi Arabia worth more than $4 billion. 133 Basil Al Jarah, a former partner at Unaoil Group in Iraq, pleaded guilty to five counts of corruption. 134 Three former executives of metalworking technology company Sarclad Ltd. were found not guilty of conspiring to commit corruption offenses. 135 The SFO fined shipping and logistics company F.H. Bertling Ltd. $1.1 million for alleged bribe payments made in Angola. 136 The SFO also fined a British subsidiary of Alstom S.A.

---


133 See Former Petrofac Executive Pleads Guilty to Bribery, FINANCIAL TIMES (Feb. 7, 2019), https://www.ft.com/content/11b156e2-2ab7-11e9-88a4-c32129756dd8.


$21.2 million after the company was convicted of paying bribes to secure a transportation contract in Tunisia.  

The SFO concluded an investigation, which began in 2014, of GlaxoSmithKline PLC into allegations of bribery of officials in China, without bringing any charges. In addition, the SFO closed an investigation, which began in 2013, of Rolls-Royce PLC into allegations that the company falsified accounts to hide the illegal use of local middlemen and paid bribes to win engine and other deals in China, Indonesia, Russia, and Thailand.

In Israel, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was indicted and charged with bribery, fraud, and breach of trust in November in connection with three corruption probes.

**Latin America**

In Brazil, there were several developments related to the Operation Lava Jato corruption scandal. A series of leaked private messages among law enforcement officials called into question the integrity of prosecutions relating to Operation Lava Jato, as the messages suggest that a prominent judge involved in hearing cases in the scandal was actively consulting with federal prosecutors and advising them on strategy. Also, authorities arrested former President Michael Temer in connection with bribery allegations related to the investigation. He subsequently was cleared of separate charges that he tried to obstruct investigations by the Public Prosecutor’s Office relating to Lava Jato. And Brazil’s Supreme Court overturned the conviction of Aldemir Bendine, the former chief executive of Petrobras, finding he should have been permitted to make a closing argument following accusations against him from plea-bargain testimony. This marks the first time a conviction has been annulled in Lava Jato. In addition, the Board of Braskem S.A., a Brazilian petrochemical company, entered into a leniency agreement with

---


Brazil’s comptroller general’s office and the government’s solicitor general as a result of the Lava Jato investigation and inquiries into payments to Petrobras. Separately, SBM Offshore N.V., a Dutch marine engineering company, reached a settlement in a corruption investigation related to bribes of officials at Petrobras.

Sergio Cabral, the former governor of Rio de Janeiro, testified before a Brazilian judge that he approved a $2 million payment to Lamine Diack, the former president of the International Association of Athletics Federations, in exchange for votes so the city would be chosen to host the 2016 Olympics. Cabral was sentenced to 33 years in prison for this conduct.

Odebrecht will pay $50 million in charitable contributions to resolve bribery allegations under a deal reached with the Inter-American Development Bank.

Nayib Bukele, the president of El Salvador, launched an anti-corruption commission, the International Commission Against Impunity in El Salvador.

In Guatemala, the International Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala, a U.N. commission that fought political corruption, left the country in September after its mandate expired, reportedly sparking fear among judges and Guatemalan citizens that the country will take a step back in its anti-corruption efforts. Guatemala’s Constitutional Court issued an injunction stopping a probe into whether the commission committed illegal or arbitrary acts.

---


In **Peru**, authorities arrested former President Pedro Pablo Kuczynski for allegedly helping Odebrecht win contracts in exchange for bribes disguised as consulting fees, while he was a cabinet minister. Former President Alan Garcia committed suicide, purportedly to avoid arrest in connection with a different Odebrecht investigation involving charges of money laundering, influence peddling, and collusion. Former President Alejandro Toledo was arrested in the United States and faces extradition to Peru for allegedly receiving $20 million from Odebrecht in exchange for helping the company to secure public works contracts in Peru.

**North America**

In **Canada**, SNC-Lavalin Construction, a division of SNC-Lavalin—which was at the center of a political scandal following reports that Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his aides pressured then-Attorney General Jody Wilson-Raybould to settle the case against SNC-Lavalin—pleaded guilty to fraud as part of a deal in which all charges against SNC-Lavalin were withdrawn. SNC-Lavalin will pay a $211 million fine over five years, engage an independent monitor, and be subject to three years of probation. In addition, Sami Bebawi, a former executive at SNC-Lavalin, was found guilty of corruption-related charges following a six-week jury trial in Montreal.

In **Mexico**, Emilio Lozoya Austin, the former head of Pemex, was indicted by Mexican authorities for bribery, tax fraud, and conducting operations using money from illegal sources. Arrest warrants were issued for Lozoya Austin, along with his family members. Eduardo Medina Mora, a justice of the Mexican


Supreme Court, resigned following questions from Mexico’s financial intelligence unit concerning potential allegations of corruption.159

**Oceania**

In **Australia**, the attorney general announced that the government will present a bill to the Australian Parliament aimed at preventing and investigating foreign bribery.160 Under the bill, corporations that fail to prevent foreign bribery will face the greatest of three penalties: fines up to $14 million, 10 percent of the company’s annual turnover, or three times the profit from the corrupt deal. The bill also broadens Australia’s definition of “foreign official” to include politicians running for office in their home country.

### Multilateral Development Bank Sanctions

In 2019, as in prior years, the World Bank Group debarred or otherwise sanctioned significantly more individuals and entities than the other multilateral development banks (“MDBs”). The World Bank Group imposed 1,011 debarments, whereas the Inter-American Development Bank imposed 45, the Asian Development Bank imposed 15, the African Development Bank imposed eight, and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development imposed one.161 Twenty-six of the debarments imposed by the World Bank, twenty of the debarments imposed by the Inter-American Development Bank, three of the debarments imposed by the African Development Bank, and the sole debarment imposed by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development were based, at least in part, on corrupt practices. The Asian Development Bank does not appear to have imposed any debarments based on corrupt practices. The number of MDBs imposing debarments based on corrupt practices is a marked increase from recent years, during which many of the MDBs did not impose any such debarments.


Unfortunately, limited conclusions about MDB corruption enforcement can be drawn from this data. Debarments of affiliates of the same company generally are reported as separate debarments, such that debarment statistics do not reflect the number of distinct investigations that have resulted in debarments.

**Looking Forward Into 2020**

As we predicted last year, U.S. authorities have continued to focus on themes such as individual accountability, providing companies with incentives for self-disclosure and cooperation, corporate compliance, transparency, multi-jurisdictional coordination, and international cooperation. Statements by senior Trump administration officials, policies implemented by U.S. authorities, and recent corporate and individual enforcement trends reflect these ongoing themes. Notably, the DOJ’s anti-corruption priorities appear unchanged following the confirmation of Attorney General Barr. There is little concrete evidence that the DOJ’s China Initiative has had an impact on FCPA enforcement, though, given the passage of time, 2020 may bring some developments in this regard.

Looking ahead, 2020 promises to be an interesting year for FCPA enforcement. In early 2020, White House economic advisor Larry Kudlow stated that the Trump administration is “looking at” making changes to the FCPA. Although Kudlow declined to provide details beyond saying that the administration has heard complaints from companies and is working on a “package” of reforms, President Trump previously has expressed hostility toward the statute. In 2012, prior to becoming president, he referred to the FCPA as a “horrible law [that] should be changed” and said that “the world is laughing” at the United States for enforcing it. And reportedly, in 2017, he described the FCPA as “unfair” to American companies and told then-Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and senior policy adviser Stephen Miller that he wanted to repeal the statute. Of course, any amendments to the FCPA would require congressional action, which may be challenging in an election year, particularly given the current political landscape.

Short of legislative action, the President does have the authority to issue executive orders and take other actions that could affect how the FCPA is enforced and the level of government resources committed to the effort. We will monitor for such developments and report on them should they occur.

In addition, with two individuals scheduled for trial in 2020, and likely more to be scheduled in the coming years, we expect that judges will have an increased role in how the FCPA is enforced.

---


Finally, looking abroad, although the DOJ and the SEC recovered a record-breaking combined $2.6 billion in corporate resolutions, the nearly $215 million assessed by foreign authorities in those cases continues a downward trend from the record $3.7 billion assessed by foreign authorities in 2016. Although too soon to draw firm conclusions, this decline may indicate a decrease in the willingness of foreign authorities to cooperate with U.S. authorities. While U.S. authorities received cooperation from the governments of over twenty nations in U.S. corporate enforcement resolutions in 2019, these investigations had been ongoing for several years, dating as far back as 2011. Given the significant shifts in international relations and global economic competition in the past year, it remains to be seen whether such international cooperation continues. Going forward, it may be that foreign authorities are more willing to pursue their own prosecutions than to continue cooperating with U.S. authorities.

Countries across the globe have continued to develop their domestic anti-corruption laws, and new corruption scandals and prosecutions blossom with regularity. We expect that trend to continue next year.

We look forward to providing you with further updates on these and other developments in 2020.
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